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Filter Units
Pocket filter

INFA-JET AJN
Cartridge filter

Cartridge filter INFA-JETRON IPF
INFA-MINI-JET AJM
INFA-VARIO-JET AJV

Bag filter
INFA-VARIO-JET AJV
INFA-MINI-JET AJM

Pleated element filter
INFA-LAMELLEN-JET AJL
INFA-LAMELLEN-JET AJL Duo

HEPA filter
INFA-MICRON MKR
INFA-MICRON MPR

Shaking filter
INFA-MAT AM
INFA-BOY IFB

Top filter
Infa-Mat AM204
Infa-Vario-Jet IPV
Top filter INFA-JETRON AJP ..2
Silo filter INFA-JETRON AJB
Silo filter INFA-JETRON AJP

Special applications
INFA-INLINE-FILTER INF
Dust-contolled bag dumping

Solutions
Industries

Stones, soils, minerals
Cement, lime, gypsum
Steel, iron, NF metals
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Chemistry, pharmaceutical industry
Energy
Recycling, disposal
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Plastics
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Dedusting waste recycling
Dedusting working places
Dedusting production of baby food
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Dedusting wood working
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Dedusting plastics
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News

Dustfree shredding of electronic components

22.11.2016 News

Disused electronic components often contain valuable metals like gold and platinum or
copper. Recyling of these reusable materials is proven to be worthwhile for economic
reasons, but also for environmental reasons.

For example, 200 grams of gold can be recovered from one ton of old mobile phones. To
obtain five grams of gold from a mine, one ton of ore needs to be moved.

A central role in recycling processes have shredding plants. They break down the disposed
devices into smallest parts. Filter plants are downstream these processes so that no
substances hazardous to health are emitted to air. Because of the explosive shredding dust,
the filters have to be designed for low residual dust content as well as with appropriate
explosion protection measures.

Infastaub has completed a major order for such a task. In detail six pocket filters type Infa-
Mat were manufactured. They have a total air volume of 26,000 m³/h.

The dust is collected at the receiving hopper of the shredding plant. Because of the new
pocket filters,  the recycling company achieves a high product recovery rate.
Infastaub guarantees a residual dust content of < 1mg/m³ with the pocket filters.
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Market place

You find the market place for used filter units here.

Downloads

You find all manuals PDF files here.

Trade fairs

You find all upcoming fair dates here.

Newsletter

Sign up here for our newsletterand make sure to receive free tickets for our trade fairs.
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Contact

Infastaub GmbH

Niederstedter Weg 19
61348 Bad Homburg v.d.H.
Tel.: +49 6172 3098-0
Fax: +49 6172 3098-90

infa@infastaub.de
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